torque. There are other engine options available,
but all will get you there in about the same time –
late.

Fast on the Outside...
Car designers go to great lengths to impress
potential buyers by creating sleek profiles with
stylish lines and curves. Many of these cars look
like they can fly, but fail to impress when you
punch the accelerator. Here is a short list of cars
that have that look, but no punch to back it up.
Porsche Cayenne
Looks fast for an SUV
and it is a “Porsche”, but
the standard model is
powered by a 3.6‐liter
V6 engine with 300 horsepower and 295 pound‐
feet of torque, which isn’t quite enough
considering the vehicles weight. Try the Turbo or
GTS model to get that boost you would expect
from Porsche.

Mazda MX‐5 Miata
A great looking
roadster, the Miata
corners with the best
of them, but fails on
the straightaways.
Equipped with a 2.0‐liter four‐cylinder engine with
155 hp and 148 lb‐ft of torque, the Miata is still fun
to drive.
DeLorean DMC‐12
Famous because of
Back to the Future,
but there was
nothing fast about
the car itself ‐ even
with the gullwing
doors. The original vehicle came equipped with a
2.8‐liter V6 engine that made around 130 hp. Only
movie magic could make this car fly.

Dodge Dart
Even its name sounds
quick, but the Dodge
Dart is anything but fast.
The Dart comes
standard with a 2.0‐liter
four‐cylinder engine with 160 hp and 148 lb‐ft of
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Honda CR‐Z
Successor to the CR‐
X, but the CR‐Z
turned out to be a
hybrid putting out a
meager 130 hp and
140 lb‐ft of torque with a six‐speed manual
transmission. Failing to impress, it has been
discontinued from Honda’s lineup.
Scion FR‐S
Few look as fast as
the Scion FR‐S, but
be prepared to be
disappointed with
its’ 2.0‐liter Boxer
engine under the
hood producing 200 hp and 151 lb‐ft of torque.

with the California DMV that has halted the
project.


Car Care "Tip of the Month"
Check your windshield blades
and wiper fluid!
Don't wait for the snow and
road spray ‐ replace your old
wiper blades and top off your
wiper fluid BEFORE you need it.
Foul weather is just around the
corner so get prepared now! Check your wiper
fluid regularly during the winter season and keep a
couple of extra gallons in your garage or trunk to
make sure you're never caught without it.




Graeves Auto & Tire
is a AAA approved auto
repair center.
For more information please visit:

www.graevesauto.com

Did You Know?
"Auld Lang Syne" meaning "times gone by",
is an old Scottish song from the 1700's.

Self Driving Uber?
After nearly 2 years of testing in Uber’s Advanced
Technologies Center located in Pittsburgh, self‐
driven Uber cars made their debut in the “Steel
City” earlier this fall. Although the cars are self‐
driven, drivers are present for safety and any
human intervention that may be needed. Uber’s
main focus for this technology is less congestion,
improved safety, and less lives lost on the
roadways. Uber also began piloting these cars in
San Francisco, but ran into some permitting issues
See Page 3 for this month's special coupon!
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++++++++++++++++++
With its' proximity to the International
Date Line, Hawaii is the last state and
nearly the last inhabited place in the
world to celebrate each New Year.
++++++++++++++++++
Using scissors or knives during the Chinese
New Year is considered bad luck.
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